Scooter Games: Elementary Students STW proposal
Equipment: Scooters, Soccer ball or light volleyball, Goals or cones, and Score Cards
Scooter SoccerStudents split into two teams.
The players aren’t allowed to use their hands or arms; all other body
parts can be used when passing the ball. Students pass and shoot the
ball using their feet only. Hands should be on the scooters at all times
to help prevent injury.
The game begins with a face off in the middle of the court where the
teacher drops the ball. There are boundaries marked by cones.
Rules:
The students may only ride scooters while sitting; no standing
or surfing.
No physical contact.
Ball is only moved with your feet.
When a ball goes out of boundaries, player of opposing team
will place it on the boundary line and resume play.
Keep track of score- the most goals wins.
Scooter Slap BallStudents split into two teams.
The players are allowed to use their open hands (Palm) only when
passing the ball. Students pass and shoot the ball using their open hands
(palms).
When not passing the ball, hands should be on the scooters at all times
to help prevent injury.
The game begins with a face off in the middle of the court where the
teacher drops the ball. Stay within boundaries.
Rules:
No physical contact.
Ball is only moved with your hands.
The students may only ride scooters while sitting; no standing
or surfing.
Keep track of score- the most goals wins.
Scooter Throw and Catch BallStudents split into two teams.
The players are allowed to use their hands to throw, catch, pass, and shoot the
ball. Once a ball is caught, the person may not move around with their scooter
until they throw the ball. When not passing the ball, hands should be on
the scooters at all times to help prevent injury.
The game begins with a face off in the middle of the court where the teacher
drops the ball. Players stay within boundaries marked by cones.
Rules:
No physical contact.
Ball is only moved with your hands by throwing and catching.
The students may only ride scooters while sitting; no standing or surfing.
Keep track of score- the most goals wins.

